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Many animals respond well behaviorally to stimuli associated with human-induced rapid
environmental change (HIREC), such as novel predators or food sources. Yet others
make errors and succumb to evolutionary traps: approaching or even preferring low
quality, dangerous or toxic options, avoiding beneficial stimuli, or wasting resources
responding to stimuli with neutral payoffs. A common expectation is that learning should
help animals adjust to HIREC; however, learning is not always expected or even favored
in many scenarios that expose animals to ecological and evolutionary traps. We propose
a conceptual framework that aims to explain variation in when learning can help animals
avoid and escape traps caused by HIREC. We first clarify why learning to correct two
main types of errors (avoiding beneficial options and approaching detrimental options)
might be difficult (limited by constraints). We then identify and discuss several key
behavioral mechanisms (adaptive sampling, generalization, habituation, reversal learning)
that can be targeted to help animals learn to avoid traps. Finally, we discuss how
individual differences in neophobia/neophilia and personality relate to learning in the
context of HIREC traps, and offer some general guidance for disarming traps. Given
how devastating traps can be for animal populations, any breakthrough in mitigating
trap outcomes via learning could make the difference in developing effective solutions.
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By altering food, predators and habitat, human-induced rapid environmental change (HIREC)
presents organisms with new, survival-relevant decisions (Candolin and Wong, 2012; Sih,
2013; Wong and Candolin, 2015). On their first encounter with altered or novel situations
(e.g., novel resources, habitats, or predators), animals often respond using their previously
adaptive cue-response systems; e.g., respond to the smell of food by attacking, but respond
to the smell or sight of danger by fleeing. One potential problem is that these previously
adaptive systems may not continue to be adaptive post-HIREC. When previously adaptive
cue-response pairings are mismatched with post-HIREC outcomes, animals can get drawn
into ecological traps via maladaptive habitat preferences or range shifts (Battin, 2004;
Hale et al., 2016), or commit themselves to evolutionary traps by mis-categorizing cues
associated with novel food or predators (Robertson et al., 2013). The errors that cause
traps can go “both ways.” They include the underuse of good habitat or resources (Gilroy
and Sutherland, 2007), and the overuse of poor habitat (Robertson et al., 2013) or toxic
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“foods” (e.g., cane toads, Shine, 2010); as well as the underavoidance of novel predators (Sih et al., 2010; Miles et al., 2013),
and the over-avoidance of situations and habitats that are safe,
but appear dangerous (Hale and Swearer, 2017; Trimmer et al.,
2017).
While ecological traps are habitat based, evolutionary traps
involve a wider context of errors (Schlaepfer et al., 2002;
Robertson et al., 2013). Both share the common feature of driving
animals toward population decline due to maladaptive behavioral
choices (Schlaepfer et al., 2002; Robertson et al., 2013; Hale and
Swearer, 2016). However, not all animals get drawn into traps;
some immediately respond adaptively to novel circumstances
(Sih, 2013), others escape via phenotypic plasticity (i.e., plastic
rescue; Snell-Rood et al., 2018). Key questions are thus: what
explains the variation in response to traps caused by HIREC (Sih
et al., 2011, 2016; Sih, 2013), and can they be disarmed either by
animals themselves or by human intervention?
As a major form of phenotypic plasticity, learning gives
animals flexibility to respond to changes in their environment.
Indeed, learning can be an important precursor and facilitator of
future evolutionary change (West-Eberhard, 2003, 2005; Brown,
2013; Dukas and Dukas, 2017). Learning can allow animals to
escape ecological and evolutionary traps (Schlaepfer et al., 2002;
Greggor et al., 2014). Operationally, learning is defined as a
change in behavior as a result of experience, excluding changes
that can be attributed to physiological adaptation or reflexes
(Shettleworth, 2010). Almost all animals have an ability to learn
(Shettleworth, 2010). Thus, many ecologists and conservation
biologists might start with the a priori expectation that if animals
initially respond poorly, they ought to learn to exhibit more
appropriate behavioral responses to novel situations. Yet, many
species (Ellenberg et al., 2007) or individuals (Ellenberg et al.,
2009) often do not learn to adjust behavior after responding suboptimally to an altered or novel cue, despite having the capacity
to learn (Berger-Tal and Saltz, 2016).
We turn the a priori expectation on its head and argue
that the main types of errors that animals make can be
inherently difficult to correct by learning. Our argument draws
on existing concepts from animal cognition, evolutionary theory
and behavioral ecology to provide a conceptual framework for
explaining variation in learning outcomes. We first acknowledge
areas where learning may not be necessary to respond to
HIREC and then focus on situations in which learning could
improve outcomes. We classify these situations based on
how animals should ideally respond, and examine the errors
animals can make initially before they have the opportunity
to learn. Taking a cognitive perspective of these errors reveals
potential barriers to learning that arise due to processes such
as the spatio-temporal structure of cues, costs of learning, and
constraints of the types of associations animals make. This
backdrop of learning barriers serves as the foundation for
our framework that explains how organisms might learn in
the face of traps: e.g., via adaptive sampling or generalizing.
We then draw on literature using a cost-benefit approach to
generate general predictions on how an organism’s evolutionary
or developmental history might explain variation in behaviors
relevant for escaping traps—for example, the tendency to sample
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options that previously adaptive cue-response systems suggest
are poor options, but after HIREC, are now beneficial. We
also discuss the role of individual differences in behavioral
tendencies, in neophobia/neophilia and in personality that might
explain variation in the ability to learn to cope with the traps
HIREC presents.
The principles we draw on are not restricted to novel
situations that cause traps. They apply whenever animals misassess situations and make suboptimal or maladaptive decisions.
However, these mis-assessments are often of critical importance
following HIREC because the pace of change can be drastically
faster than would have occurred over evolutionary time, and
even minor increases in the rate of change can tip animals
toward extinction (Botero et al., 2015). Also, we refrain from
providing detailed, specific recommendations for managers.
Providing workable management advice will require expert
knowledge on specific situations. Instead we provide applied
examples where learning, or the lack thereof, has influenced
the success of a species, and we create a framework for how
conservationists might think about learning in their systems,
in the hope of encouraging the future development of specific
learning-focused interventions.

PRELUDE: LEARNING AND LEARNING
ABILITY ARE NOT ALWAYS THE KEY
Learning is not always necessary for organisms to avoid traps, and
can even be deleterious. In some cases, animals’ pre-existing, cueresponse systems immediately produce an adaptive behavioral
response (and thus little need for learning). For example, the
“cue similarity” hypothesis (Sih et al., 2010; Carthey and Banks,
2016) notes that prey often immediately respond adaptively to
exotic predators when those novel predators resemble familiar
ones. Learning can even lead to traps when it predisposes animals
to suboptimal behavior or human-wildlife conflict (Donaldson
et al., 2012; Costa et al., 2016; Morehouse et al., 2016). For
example, when seabirds first forage on discarded bycatch near
fishing vessels, it may initially be a good choice since it allows
them to gain food with little flight cost. However, when this
becomes a learned cue—as has been documented for gannets
(Morus capensis) and other seabirds—tracking fishing boats
changes movement patterns (Oro et al., 2013), and can lead to
an over-use of a lower quality food which is unsuitable for their
chicks (Grémillet et al., 2008). Despite these costs, birds would
be unlikely to change their behavior because it would require
learning to avoid a seemingly rewarding stimulus, hence they are
trapped. Similar patterns of learning around people emerge in
other species such as bears (Mazur and Seher, 2008), suggesting
that in many situations learning itself should not be considered a
default survival tool.
Even if learning is not useful for all traps, how do
we predict when and where learning could be beneficial?
The breadth and flexibility in what organisms can learn
clearly differs at both broad and narrower taxonomic levels,
which makes predicting learning to escape traps based on
species’ learning ability a tempting prospect. For instance,
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primates can learn to flexibly respond to nuanced aspects
of HIREC (Hockings et al., 2015) (e.g., deactivating snares)
(Ohashi and Matsuzawa, 2011) in ways that are unlikely for
snails. Meanwhile other species have more developmentally or
contextually constrained learning abilities, which may only be
effective in very well-defined contexts (e.g., flatworms’ rapid
anti-predator learning) (Wisenden and Millard, 2001). However,
there can be variation in learning propensity even within
narrower taxonomic groupings (e.g., among birds, amphibians,
or primates), and surprising convergence between others (Emery
and Clayton, 2004). Additionally, despite variation in the use
of learning, it is not always the most cognitively flexible
species (population or individuals) which succeed in using
learning to avoid traps (e.g., even humans are susceptible to
evolutionary traps, such as our insatiable attraction to sugar
and fat) (Pijl, 2011). Therefore, learning ability alone can be
a poor predictor of post-trap adjustment. Instead, we focus
on the matches or mismatches between the types of traps
HIREC produces and how likely animals are to perceive and
respond to them. By taking a cognitive perspective on animals’
responses, we can examine how evolutionarily-shaped learning
and information gathering biases are likely to influence learning
and trap outcomes.
We should note that although social learning is an equally
valid means through which animals can gain information
about escaping traps (see Barrett et al., 2019, this issue), this
paper focuses on learning through individual experience. Social
learning involves similar learning mechanisms to individual
learning, but animals’ use of social cues is subject to a
different suite of biases than individual cues (Heyes, 1994,
2012). Therefore, we focus on individual learning to provide
a simple foundation for learning to avoid traps, although
we acknowledge some areas where social learning is likely
highly relevant.

ecological and evolutionary traps that give little opportunity for
learning. For example, when HIREC interferes with perception
by increasing turbidity, fathead minnows (Pimephales promelas)
fail to perceive visual cues from novel predators well enough to
learn to respond to them (Ferrari et al., 2010).
Assuming that the stimulus is perceived, signal detection
theory (Green and Swets, 1966) has been used to make
predictions about how animals initially respond when
encountering known and unknown cues (Wickens, 2001;
Trimmer et al., 2017), partly based on how closely those cues
match evolutionary or experienced norms (Sih et al., 2011;
Robertson et al., 2013). For example, native Australian bush
rats (Rattus fuscipes) exhibit a stronger anti-predator response
to novel predators that are more closely related to known
predators (Carthey and Banks, 2016). Other factors that affect
whether animals correctly categorize novel stimuli include the
specificity of the cues, and the asymmetry of costs associated
with over vs. under-responding (Macmillan and Creelman,
2005; Ehlman et al., 2019). For example, prey are more likely
to correctly respond to novel predators (e.g., flee) without
the need for learning if the prey evolved in environments
with a broad diversity of predators (the “multiple predator
hypothesis”) (Blumstein, 2006), and if, in the past, the cost
of under-responding was high (e.g., familiar predators were
very dangerous), but the cost of over-responding (e.g., to nonpredators that look like predators) was low. In such cases where
animals respond correctly in their initial interactions, learning
may not be needed for immediate survival, but could still be
useful to fine tune their responses.
If animals perceive and attend to cues detected during initial
encounters with novel or altered stimuli, they can respond in
three basic ways: (1) avoid, (2) approach, or (3) ignore (no visible
effect on behavior). As a generality, animals should have evolved
to avoid bad options, approach or utilize good options, and
ignore neutral ones. In Figure 2 we outline a 3 × 3 matrix which
plots the potential outcomes when animals respond (i.e., avoid,
approach, or ignore) to stimuli that are defined by their fitness
values (beneficial, i.e., good; neutral, or; costly, i.e., bad). This
simple categorization allows us to organize HIREC scenarios to
predict the experiences and type of learning (e.g., reinforcement
learning, reversal learning, habituation) required for behavioral
change when errors occur. As a rule, whether animals learn
about the cues presented depends on the likelihood that animal’s
experiences with said cues yield the relevant, perceivable and
useable information required for learning. The different types of
learning required tap into ideas about optimal sampling regimes,
generalization, reversal learning, habituation, neophobia, and
personality for predicting learning and survival amid HIREC.
In the following sections, we discuss each of these ideas and
concepts in detail, with a focus on testable predictions.
In our simple matrix of responses (approach, avoid, ignore)
and fitness values (good, bad, neutral), there are three main
types of errors (orange boxes, Figure 2) that animals can make
on their initial encounter with a novel or altered stimulus.
Each of these errors can lead to detrimental traps if they are
repeated on subsequent encounters or on single occasions by
multiple individuals.

THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK:
BREAKING DOWN THE STEPS REQUIRED
FOR LEARNING
By definition, traps result from a mismatch between the cues
HIREC produces and animals’ resultant behavior (Schlaepfer
et al., 2002). To figure out whether learning can play a role
in escaping maladaptive behavior, we need to break down the
learning process that can occur between the HIREC cues and
animals’ responses. In this context, learning involves several
stages: (1) encountering and perceiving cues; (2) responding to
them; (3) experiencing an outcome; and (4) adjusting behavior
based on that outcome. Cues can involve single or multiple
stimuli that animals use for decision making, e.g., a novel food
type, or several markers of habitat quality.
How an animal responds the first time it encounters a
cue post-HIREC is critical for determining not only whether
it survives the experience, but also what it learns about that
experience (Figure 1). If animals do not perceive the novel or
altered cues, they cannot use the cue to respond or to learn.
HIREC can alter the perception of cues, which can lead to
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FIGURE 1 | Stages of responses to HIREC and potential for learning. Different underlying motivations can promote approach, avoidance and apparent neutrality
toward a stimulus. The outcome of the animal’s behavior will direct future responses to that same stimulus. Even when an animal makes the wrong choice, if the
animal is not able to observe the outcome or does not perceive the outcome to be relevant to the preceding behavior, then it will not learn about it. Straight arrows
imply the flow of response. Curved arrows symbolize the different responses animals will have on subsequent encounters. The greater the extent that an experience
defines expectations, the higher likelihood there will be learning. In cases where there is no behavioral change, learning may not be overtly observed, but animals
could still gain information that reinforces details of their response or associated outcome.

Whether learning can help animals respond appropriately also
depends on the type of trap. Some traps only offer a single
opportunity for animals to respond in their lifetime, because
an error is fatal, or the trap involves a choice they only make
once, such as spawning. In these cases individual learning cannot
occur and the initial choice alone determines whether they are
trapped. In other cases, traps that offer multiple opportunities
to respond have the potential to allow for learning, but can fail
to offer animals the experiences they need to learn. When faced
with multiple opportunity traps, the learning type and behaviors
necessary for escaping errors can differ by error type (as listed in
the arrows, Figure 2), and by the stimulus type in question. In the
next section, we discuss general evolved constraints, or limits, on
learning. Later, we distinguish solutions that are most relevant for
the different types of errors listed above.

• Avoid or ignore beneficial options (e.g., avoid high quality
restored habitats, Hale and Swearer, 2017; or novel foods,
Pearse et al., 2013);
• Approach or fail to avoid stimuli with negative fitness
outcomes (e.g., consume novel toxic foods, Crossland et al.,
2008; oviposit on invasive plants, Keeler and Chew, 2008; or
allow close contact with novel predators, Miles et al., 2013; or
pathogens, Bouwman and Hawley, 2010);
• Fail to ignore neutral stimuli (e.g., avoid or be stressed by
passing tourists unnecessarily, Ellenberg et al., 2007).
Upon an animal’s first interaction with a stimulus, the
animal does not know if it has encountered something
that is good, neutral, or bad. Avoiding good stimuli or
approaching bad stimuli both have obvious sub-optimal fitness
consequences. Importantly, the mis-categorization of neutral
stimuli may also carry significant opportunity and energy
costs (Gwynne and Rentz, 1983; Ydenberg and Dill, 1986;
Trimmer et al., 2017), many of which are only recently being
realized (Geffroy et al., 2015). Although intuition suggests
learning is beneficial for correcting errors and escaping traps,
theory in animal learning suggests various constraints might
limit learning.
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Learning hinges on experiencing salient and reliable cues that
predict a relevant outcome, which can indicate a change in
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FIGURE 2 | Categories and example consequences for responding to stimuli post-HIREC. Adaptive responses in blue, potential traps in orange. Learning routes for
behavioral adjustment listed in arrows. Learning can only occur if potential traps offer multiple opportunities for response. Sampling can involve gathering individual
information or social cues.

(see Carthey and Blumstein, 2017 for relevant discussion relating
to predatory cue responses).
When cues are relevant to survival, evolution shapes animals’
cognitive biases to increase the salience of the cue-response
relationship, and reduce the number of cue presentations
necessary for learning (Shettleworth, 2010). For example, during
a sensitive period of development salmonid fish rapidly imprint
on the chemical signature of their home stream to help them
return for breeding since it has historically been a reliable
indicator of stream location, which they only experience during
a set time period of their life (Dittman and Quinn, 1996).
While evolutionary advantageous, dependence on olfactory cues
makes salmonids particularly susceptible to chemical pollutants
(Tierney et al., 2010), and thus makes them unlikely to learn to
adjust to this interference. Switching to different cues for homing,
such as visual ones, would require overcoming a highly-ingrained
cue bias.
Even when HIREC-altered or introduced cues are salient,
salience may not promote optimal learning if the cues historically
triggered a fixed response. For instance, animals may not learn
that a high intensity sound predicts the appearance of food
if the loud sound is overly salient and causes a fixed startle
response, which can lead to sensitization (increased response with
repeated exposure, the opposite of habituation), and continued
avoidance (Blumstein, 2016). Therefore, there may be certain
types of intense HIREC stimuli, such as the abrupt crack of a
firearm that animals never learn to ignore or to use as a cue.

the rewards or dangers of a given situation. Even if an animal
can perceive cue changes post-HIREC, the changes may lack
salience (and thus be ignored) because of historical correlations
between that cue and its outcomes. First, a particular cue (that is
now meaningful) may have been unreliable in predicting fitness
outcomes in the past. For example, species for which winter
temperature did not predict spring conditions ignore warmer
temperatures in the winter, and rely instead on photoperiod to
time the onset of spring breeding (Dawson et al., 2001). Second,
animals that evolved in conditions where the best behavior was
highly certain did not need cues to guide their behavior (e.g.,
island animals that evolved in predator-free environments did
not need and thus often ignore predator-relevant cues). Dunlap
and Stephens “flag model” predicts that organisms should use
cues to guide behavior primarily when cue reliability is high
and the certainty of the best behavior (without using reliable
cues) is relatively low (e.g., Dunlap and Stephens, 2009). Over
evolutionary time, cue reliability was also influenced by the
rate it changed relative to the lifespan of an animal. A very
slow change would select for tendencies toward fixed genetic
traits, but changes within the lifespan of an animal could select
for phenotypic plasticity and learning potential (Botero et al.,
2015). As a result, animal’s evolutionary history may render
certain types of HIREC cues irrelevant to them, regardless of the
consequences. Research into how quickly cue biases disappear in
the absence of selective pressure is highly relevant to predicting
which species may be ill-equipped to recognize novel HIREC cues
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relevant, depending on whether the animals mistakenly avoid vs.
approach the cue. We first address ways that animals might solve
the mistake of avoiding novel beneficial options, and then move
on to the problem of approaching or utilizing costly ones.

TABLE 1 | Summary of future research questions.
• How quickly do different types of cue biases disappear in the absence
of selective pressure? (section Evolved Constraints on Learning: Why
Experience May NOT Result in Learning)
• Are species or individuals with lower sampling rates more likely to get
trapped in HIREC scenarios that require them to approach beneficial
options that they initially avoided or ignored? (section Solving the Problem
of Avoiding or Ignoring Beneficial Options by Promoting Adaptive Sampling)
• Can patterns of generalization be predicted based on the risks of making
mistakes? (e.g., Ferrari and Chivers, 2011, section Will Animals Generalize
When Stimuli Change?)
• Under what conditions does habituation toward novel anthropogenic
stimuli generalize in a dangerous way to reduce wariness toward genuine
threats such as predators? (section Will Animals Generalize When Stimuli
Change?)
• Do sympatric species that respond differently to HIREC show differences
in their speed or propensity of habituation toward novel stimuli? (section
Solving the Problem of Over-Responding to Irrelevant Stimuli)
• Does increasing the regularity and reliability of harmless, but disturbing,
cues improve HIREC outcomes (Greggor et al., 2014) (section Solving
the Problem of Over-Responding to Irrelevant Stimuli) and could it guide
management action that addresses this type of trap (Hale and Swearer,
2016)?
• Under what contexts might set-shifting occur in the wild, and does it differ
across species that vary in the number of cues they use? (section Reversal
Learning and Innovation)
• To what extent does neophobia/neophilia influence interactions with
multiple opportunity traps over time? (section Learning About Novelty)

Solving the Problem of Avoiding or
Ignoring Beneficial Options by Promoting
Adaptive Sampling
When an organism’s initial response is to avoid or ignore the
novel or HIREC-altered stimulus, opportunities to learn are
limited. If, however, animals sample novel foods or habitat, or
approach novel organisms (that have not been identified as nonpredators), this permits learning and potentially corrects initial
errors. Thus, understanding when animals should sample (or
not) is a key issue for predicting whether animals will gather
information that allows them to escape traps associated with
undervalued resources. Sampling rate is a previously adaptive
trait shaped by past costs and benefits. Sampling benefits come in
the form of additional information that can result in better future
decisions, and costs include exposure to risks and wasted time
and/or energy (i.e., opportunity costs).
Numerous models (Stephens, 1987, 2007; Dall et al., 1999;
Eliassen et al., 2007) have explored simple scenarios where
organisms may reduce uncertainty by sampling the environment.
One such scenario gives animals the choice to stick with a known,
mediocre (KM) option or sample a variable option (V) that is
sometimes good, but sometimes bad. Even if the mean value of V
is lower than the mean value of KM, frequent sampling is favored
if the payoff of V in its “good state” is high enough relative to
the payoff from KM, particularly if the cost of sampling is not
too large. Thus, we predict animals to be more likely to sample
and learn to use favorable options that they initially avoided if,
in their evolutionary history, variable or unknown options were
often exceptionally good relative to familiar, commonly utilized
options. However, even if the “good” state of V is very good,
highly stochastic reward schedules reduce useful information and
are less likely to favor sampling. We also expect animals to not
sample and thus remain ignorant about novel options if in the
past, the cost of sampling was high; e.g., if it exposed animals to
substantial risks of mortality or predation (Sih, 1992). In practice,
for example, this theory would predict that species which live in
environments with many poisonous potential prey items would
be unlikely to sample a perfectly edible, invasive prey species.
Adaptive sampling also depends heavily on the rate of change
in the value of the variable option. If V changes very rapidly, the
organism does not have enough time to reap benefits before the
option again becomes “bad”; there is no point in trying to track a
rapidly fluctuating environment. If it changes very infrequently,
sampling can be favored, but only occasionally. Thus, organisms
should most readily sample and learn post-HIREC if they evolved
in past conditions with a moderate rate of change, particularly
when costs of sampling were low. Research that maps these
change rates onto specific HIREC problems will be able to
tap into a rich theoretical sampling literature. For example,
there is evidence that urban populations sample more before
switching foraging preferences, potentially due to living in a more

Learning can also be limited if animals do not have the
opportunity to assess the outcome of their response (Schakner
and Blumstein, 2016), i.e., their experience is temporally
disconnected from their initial choice. For example, frogs often
leave after laying eggs in a pond. Even if climate change results
in ponds drying sooner and mass tadpole mortality, female frogs
might not have access to the consequences of their action and
thus would be unlikely to learn to choose deeper or differently
positioned pools. Conversely, if the outcome occurs too quickly
after the cue, animals may not have time to respond or learn
from their experience. For instance, approaching traffic or trains
may not allow enough time between perception and consequence
to elicit appropriate avoidance (Cassady et al., 2019) (however,
when traffic can be perceived in time to escape, habituation
can be a separate issue, Lima et al., 2015). Finally, even if
the animal can perceive the outcome, the number of cueoutcome pairings needed for learning to occur depends upon
the evolved strength of that association. Some associations have
evolved to be learned quickly to avoid deadly outcomes (e.g.,
fear conditioning and taste aversion, Garcia et al., 1974; Griffin,
2004), but others like spatial foraging preferences may take longer
to change because the cues are noisier or have fewer immediate
fitness consequences.

PREDICTING POST-HIREC LEARNING
DESPITE CONSTRAINTS
When faced with multiple-opportunity traps, reinforced,
associative learning can help animals adjust to the errors
outlined in Figure 2, assuming the outcome is salient. Different
challenges to learning arise and thus different solutions are
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and individual differences (Pintor and Byers, 2015). In all cases,
however, the effectiveness of sampling for producing optimal
behavior depends on how much individuals generalize their
sampling experience. For example, if an animal survives a
negative experience eating a small, unpalatable, but not fatallytoxic cane toad, will it generalize to avoid a large cane toad
carrying a fatal amount of toxin as the northern quoll (Dasyurus
hallucatus) do (Kelly and Phillips, 2017)? How organisms
categorize stimuli (e.g., safe vs. dangerous) is an important
issue in cognitive ecology that can be critical for understanding
how they respond to potential traps. Here, we summarize basic
ideas on how a cost-benefit approach can be used to analyze
adaptive generalizing.

variable environment (Griffin et al., 2016; Federspiel et al., 2017).
Theory also predicts more sampling when organisms have a long
lifetime to use information (Eliassen et al., 2007), when sampling
reduces variation in fitness (Stephens, 1991) and when sampling
substantially increases cue reliability (Abbott and Sherratt, 2013).
Via these theories, we might logically predict that long-lived
species with prior selection to learn about the type of HIRECaltered cue in question are going to be more likely to approach
beneficial options that they initially avoided or ignored. In cases
where gathering information individually is time-consuming
or risky, social cues can also serve as a sampling mechanism
(Rendell et al., 2011). Through this route animals can avoid
having to personally sample potentially toxic foods (Thorogood
et al., 2018), or interact with unknown predators (Griffin, 2004).
Additionally, as a management technique, providing alternative
cues that advertise the benefits of a given option, such as artificial
social cues (e.g., Andrews et al., 2015), could help animals
gain the experiences they need to stop avoiding or ignoring
beneficial options.

WILL ANIMALS GENERALIZE WHEN
STIMULI CHANGE?
An organism’s evolutionary history shapes its ability and
tendency to discriminate cues and generalize from experiences
(Shettleworth, 2010). Animals must generalize to some extent
every time they encounter a cue or suite of cues—even known
cues will differ slightly (in rotational appearance, intensity, etc.).
The degree of similarity needed for an encountered cue to be
generalized depends on the costs of under- vs. over-generalizing.
Generalizing broadly is expected to be favored in contexts of
danger; e.g., horses will quickly generalize their fear responses
toward unknown objects, startling even toward known objects
if presented from a different spatial perspective (Hanggi, 2005).
In contrast, there are situations where generalizing would be
unfavorable. For example in birds distinguishing their own eggs
from brood parasites’, overgeneralizing is very costly—thus birds
may notice and respond very differently to small details in
egg size or shell patterns (Spottiswoode and Stevens, 2011). In
most cases, however, generalization depends upon the degree
of novelty of a new cue. For instance, if the difference between
known and novel is large, animals are less likely to respond
adaptively and need more cue presentations before learning
adaptive behavior (Ferrari et al., 2007, 2016).
These ancestral differences in the costs/benefits of generalizing
influence both the neural wiring of the brain and how those
synaptic connections change with experience. Psychological
and computer science fields have a rich literature addressing
the statistical bases and learning mechanisms of adaptive
generalization (Shettleworth, 2010). One approach to understand
the neural processes underlying generalization utilizes neural
networks, consisting of sets of linked input and output
nodes (similar, in principle, to clusters of neurons and their
connections; Mitchell, 1997) to determine optimal categorization
responses. If animals’ experiences (inputs) are costly (in time,
energy, or risk), their neural networks should be constrained
to use salient features of stimuli. For instance, foraging can be
a costly endeavor, and therefore animals can often focus on a
narrow set of cues for making foraging decisions that can easily
be over-generalized. However, if salient features are no longer
the most relevant post-HIREC, then animals may be slow to
generalize, or not learn to distinguish the novelty they encounter.

Solving the Problem of Mistakenly
Approaching Dangerous Options
Conversely, there are several reasons why animals that
mistakenly approach dangerous options would have trouble
learning to avoid these low fitness situations. First, they cannot
learn to avoid single-opportunity traps if approaching the poor
option kills them either immediately or via unrecoverable injury
(e.g., Crossland et al., 2008), or they only make one choice in
their lifetime (e.g., oviposition site choice in animals without
parental care, Keeler and Chew, 2008). Second, they are unlikely
to learn about multiple-opportunity traps if they cannot obtain
information on the poor payoff of their choice, because they are
not present, or because it is difficult to associate their behavior
with the outcome (e.g., contracting an illness after interacting
with a conspecific, Bouwman and Hawley, 2010). Finally,
animals should be prone to approaching stimuli that HIREC
has changed from good to bad if those options had historically
been highly variable in short-term rewards, but stable in yielding
good average returns; this is known as the partial reinforcement
effect (Mackintosh, 1974; Houston et al., 1982). In that case, a
run of poor payoffs could be viewed by the animal as simply
a run of bad luck, and not an indication that the option has
changed value. For example, many mammalian herbivores that
commonly consume plants with varying levels of secondary
compounds sample frequently (Freeland and Janzen, 1974), and
thus may be more likely to continue sampling an unpalatable
novel plant.
One way that animals might be less likely to “over-accept”
poor options is if they become aware of highly attractive,
beneficial, alternative options via sampling. This theory is
used in practice when management action purposefully draws
animals’ attention toward alternative, beneficial options, such as
encouraging settlement away from habitat sinks by broadcasting
attractive cues in better areas (Patten and Kelly, 2010; Hale
and Swearer, 2017). As discussed above, sampling rates should
depend on the species’ evolutionary history of costs and benefits,
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Schakner and Blumstein, 2016). Additionally it is unclear how
habituation toward novel anthropogenic stimuli generalizes in a
dangerous way to reduce wariness toward genuine threats such
as predators (Geffroy et al., 2015; Trimmer et al., 2017). Testing
differences in habituation speed/propensity between sympatric
species that respond differently to HIREC (e.g., Blumstein, 2014)
can help illuminate the extent to which habituation plays a role
in their success and avoidance of traps. Meanwhile, testing the
theory that increasing the regularity and reliability of harmless,
but disturbing, cues should improve HIREC outcomes (Greggor
et al., 2014), could guide management action that addresses this
trap (Hale and Swearer, 2016).

For example, the narrowness of foraging cues becomes an issue
when seabirds encounter ocean plastic because it emits dimethyl
sulfide, a potent foraging cue (Savoca et al., 2016), and therefore
many species are prone to errors of over-generalization based on
a single cue error.
Responding appropriately to HIREC may require a change
in the pattern of generalization. Whether that happens depends
upon the cue type and learning type. For example, miscategorizing predators as non-predators is costly. When an
animal habituates to a predator-like cue, they habituate only
to a precise cue presentation, which should not generalize
to other predator-like stimuli (Hemmi and Merkle, 2009). In
contrast, animals may readily generalize after a set of rewarding
experiences. Chicks that experience numerous palatable novel
foods are more likely to generalize about the palatability of a
new food, reducing dietary wariness (Marples et al., 2007). A
better understanding of generalization is important in scenarios
ranging from the carryover of habituation from humans to
natural predators (Geffroy et al., 2015), to the lethal miscategorization of invasive species as native ones (Llewelyn et al.,
2010). Experiments that assess to what extent the speed and
breadth of category formation (as often measured in the lab)
predicts accurate category formation around HIREC stimuli will
be an important step in addressing these HIREC problems.
For instance, the costs of overgeneralizing do not always map
well onto the breadth of generalization tendencies as predicted
(e.g., woodfrogs generalize to a similar extent in predatory and
non-threatening contexts, despite the higher potential costs of
generalizing around predators, Ferrari and Chivers, 2011).

REVERSAL LEARNING AND INNOVATION
Apart from considering the error type animals make, how the
cue-reward relationship has changed due to HIREC may also
influence how easily animals will learn to adjust. Are the same
cues available, but new reward contingencies present, or does the
animal need to respond to a novel cue with a novel behavior
to access a reward? If reward contingencies are swapped, i.e., if
previously unrewarding stimuli become beneficial or previously
rewarding stimuli no longer carry benefits, then animals face the
challenge of reversal learning. Such a scenario could occur, for
instance, if previously palatable crops are routinely sprayed with
dangerous pesticides. Although species ranging from honey bees
to primates have demonstrated reversal learning (Komischke,
2002), how often and easily an animal will reverse an association
is related to their level of inhibitory control, memory retention
(Gonzalez et al., 1967), and sampling rate (Dunlap and Stephens,
2012). Inhibitory control allows animals to suppress a habitual
or well-learned response—thus providing opportunities to gather
information about alternative responses or stimuli—and has
been shown to correlate positively with reversal learning abilities
(Bond et al., 2007; Shaw et al., 2015), despite stemming from
different brain regions (Aron et al., 2014). Meanwhile, higher
levels of memory retention allow animals to remember prior
change rates, i.e., that associations may have swapped in the past.
Finally, a higher propensity for sampling, also makes it likely that
species will occasionally try the previously unrewarded option
(Dunlap and Stephens, 2012), which makes them more likely to
discover when reward contingencies have swapped.
Alternatively, if a different cue set needs to be learned to
predict a known outcome (e.g., shifting from daylight cues to
temperature cues to determine the seasonal onset of spring), then
animals face a more difficult problem of set shifting (Roberts
et al., 1988). Set shifting involves different brain regions than
reversal learning, at least in several mammal species (McAlonan
and Brown, 2003), and can decline due to age because it incurs
substantial attentional costs (Barense, 2002). Little is known
about how often set shifting occurs in the wild, or across species
that vary in the number of cues they use, but it could be the only
escape route for many HIREC traps.
Beyond learning whether an option is good or bad, animals
often also need to learn what behavior they should perform
once they have approached or avoided a stimulus. Even if the

SOLVING THE PROBLEM OF
OVER-RESPONDING TO IRRELEVANT
STIMULI
The third error type involves failing to recognize and learn the
irrelevance of a stimulus; i.e., persistent over-responding (either
avoiding or approaching) to options that are neither beneficial
nor costly, and should be ignored. In essence, this is a problem of
lack of habituation. Habituation is taxonomically widespread and
in the strict psychological sense, it involves a reduced reaction to
a specific, repeated stimulus through a simple form of learning
(Rankin et al., 2009). Animals should habituate to irrelevant
HIREC stimuli after repeated, predictable cues yield outcomes
of little or no importance (Greggor et al., 2014). However,
if animals always avoid novel stimuli (e.g., human habitats,
human-generated noise, ecotourists), they will not experience
the outcomes necessary for learning about irrelevance, and will
not readily habituate to human activities. In addition, species’
cognitive biases may make habituation toward some types and
contexts of stimuli easier, even those that occur with equal
frequency and strength (e.g., pigeons are less likely to habituate
at night than during the day, Valentinuzzia and Ferraria, 1997).
Compared to other learning types, research on habituation in
the wild is in its early stages, and it is still unknown how
many of the well-studied psychological habituation mechanisms
apply in HIREC contexts (Nowacek et al., 2007; Blumstein, 2016;
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animal makes the correct response (e.g., approach a beneficial
food item), they may still fail to behave optimally (e.g., exhibit
an inappropriate attack strategy) after approaching the stimulus.
In some cases, when faced with novel situations, animals may
need to exhibit a novel behavior or devise a novel solution to
a known problem (e.g., a behavioral innovation, Reader and
Laland, 2003; Ramsey et al., 2007; Tebbich et al., 2016; Dukas
and Dukas, 2017). Not all innovations are equally as challenging
to develop, which is why the magnitude of the innovation
needed for an animal to escape a HIREC trap may determine
how likely the animal is to adjust their behavior optimally
(Arbilly and Laland, 2017). Low magnitude innovations that
rely on employing an existing behavior in a new context (e.g.,
exploiting a new foraging patch of known food), could occur
via sampling a novel cue and generalizing a known behavioral
action. In contrast, a high magnitude innovation involves the
creation of an entirely novel behavior. For example, a new
foraging technique, such as opening milk bottles (Hinde and
Fisher, 1951), may require a more extensive set of trial and error
learning steps and a wider behavioral repertoire (Arbilly and
Laland, 2017). Predicting innovations requires an understanding
of how animals interact with, and learn about, novelty and is
also conditional upon the properties of innovators and behavioral
context of plausible innovations (Perry et al., 2017).

Additionally, the effect of neophobia on learning may depend
on the learning type in question (Griffin and Guez, 2014).
Innovative problem solving that requires persistence appears
to be inhibited by neophobia, while learning that relies on
inhibiting initial interactions, such as reversal learning could
benefit from neophobia (Mathieu et al., 2012; Griffin and Guez,
2014; Guillette et al., 2014; Bebus et al., 2016). In contrast,
neophilia can also influence learning if it increases sampling rate,
but it can also increase the likelihood of an animal approaching
a deleterious, novel cue. Additionally, whether animals have
enough encounters to adequately learn adaptive choices once
novelty is no longer the most salient cue depends upon the
stimulus, memory retention, and lifespan of the animal. Even if
animals make beneficial choices once novelty dissipates, there can
still be opportunity costs in delaying their choices.

ANIMAL PERSONALITIES AND LEARNING
IN RESPONSE TO HIREC
Finally, we consider how individual differences in “trapability”
might also depend on the animal’s personality or behavioral type
(BT) as shaped by past selection and experience. Individuals
within and between populations often differ consistently in their
behavioral tendencies (e.g., aggressiveness, boldness, exploratory
tendency) across time and ecological contexts (Sih et al., 2004;
Réale et al., 2007). Although boldness, for example, clearly varies
depending on ecological and social conditions, some individuals
are consistently bolder and others consistently more fearful (shy,
cautious) than others. In the context of HIREC, the animal’s BT
likely impacts each step in the formation of traps. As a broad
generality, bold, exploratory animals are exposed more often to
novel stimuli than shy, unexploratory ones (Cote et al., 2010;
Spiegel et al., 2017). Therefore, bold, aggressive, or exploratory
individuals should be more likely to approach and less likely to
avoid novel cues. These effects of personality likely influence the
relative success of individuals or populations in the face of traps,
depending on how cues have changed. When HIREC produces
novel dangers, the bolder species and individuals would be more
likely to commit an error in approaching human-influenced
stimuli, as can be the case for the individuals within populations
that contribute to heightened human-wildlife conflict (Swan
et al., 2017). In contrast, where HIREC produces novel, beneficial
cues, such as access to new habitats, the less bold species
and individuals would be more likely to commit avoidance
errors. For example, invasive populations of cane toads, which
are benefitting from approaching novel habitats, contain more
bolder, exploratory phenotypes than native ones do (Candler and
Bernal, 2015). In this way, even if traps do not lead to precipitous
species or population decline, they may exert strong selection
pressures based on personality phenotypes (e.g., recreational
hunters can be more likely to catch bolder individuals, Ciuti et al.,
2012; Madden and Whiteside, 2014).
With regard to subsequent learning, Sih and Del Giudice
(2012) suggest and present evidence supporting the general
hypothesis that high risk, high reward BTs might tend to be
quicker to learn new activity-based tasks (and thus adopt novel
resources or habitats that cautious individuals avoid), but tend

LEARNING ABOUT NOVELTY
Thus, far we have considered responses to altered or novel
cues without explicitly considering how animal reactions might
depend on their relationship with novelty itself. Although
neophobia and neophilia are often thought of as ends of one
spectrum, experimental work suggests that they are distinct
psychological phenomena driven by different evolutionary
pressures which influence repulsion or attraction to novel cues,
respectively, both based on the historical costs and benefits of
interacting with novelty (reviewed in: Greenberg and MettkeHofmann, 2001; Mettke-Hofmann, 2014; Greggor et al., 2015).
In creating a fear response, neophobia would trigger avoidance,
which may look similar to fear around known threatening stimuli
(Figure 1, Greggor et al., 2015). Meanwhile, neophilic reactions
would initially look similar to attraction to known beneficial
stimuli. Neophobic individuals should be more likely than
neophilic individuals to correctly avoid novel bad options, but
less likely to adopt novel good options. In general, the underlying
motivation for avoidance or approach would influence how the
animal’s response would change over time.
Although neophobia and neophilia have been suggested
as important for predicting species’ responses to changing
environments (Sol et al., 2011), and to serve as potential
conservation tools (Greggor et al., 2014), the extent to
which neophobia/philia influence responses to ecological and
evolutionary traps remains unknown. In theory, the influence of
neophobia/neophilia could be critical in determining responses
toward single-opportunity traps, but their effect on multipleopportunity traps is less clear. Effects of novelty wear off with
subsequent encounters; thus, both the initial levels of neophobia
or neophilia and the rate at which attraction or repulsion
toward novelty decays likely influence long-term responses.
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution | www.frontiersin.org
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cue may allow them to make associations which they otherwise
would have been incapable of (e.g., giving bears a warning system
that allows them to learn to avoid trains, Cassady et al., 2019). If
none of the above is possible, single-opportunity traps need to be
removed from the environment (e.g., changing the wavelength
of light to prevent attractiveness for moths, or birds, Jones and
Francis, 2003; van Langevelde et al., 2011).
Some multiple-opportunity traps may still be difficult to
disarm with learning. For example, traps that result from
interference with existing cues, rather than changes to the
cue themselves (e.g., electromagnetic noise disrupting migrating
birds’ magnetic compass, Engels et al., 2014) are only likely to
be alleviated by removal of the interference, since it can be a
challenge for animals to set-shift to a new set of predicative
cues. In contrast, there are a number of potential options
for disarming multiple-opportunity traps when cue perception
remains intact post-HIREC. However, their effectiveness will
depend upon what type of error animals make. Encouraging
animals to sample alternative options may help when animals
approach bad options, or avoid good options. How one goes
about encouraging sampling will depend upon the reason why
it was not sampled in the first place, and whether we have any
power to change the cues available. If animals have not sampled
the beneficial option because they have not interacted with it
spatially, then encouraging sampling by adding attractive cues
to the beneficial option and repulsive cues to the detrimental
option could help. In contrast, if animals approach bad options
because those options themselves offer the most alluring cues,
the only way to disarm the bad options is to remove the
cues it offers. Finally, fixing errors relating to habituation may
involve changing the repetition or predictability of cues to either
encourage animals to ignore stimuli or facilitate their attention
toward it. In all cases, understanding the mechanism underlying
the trap will help determine if learning applies and target the
correct learning ability if necessary.

to be slower to learn novel avoidance tasks, and slower to
exhibit reversal learning. The animal’s BT might directly affect
learning tendencies, or both BT and learning might be associated
with individual differences in hormonal stress response systems
along a proactive-reactive axis (Koolhaas et al., 1999). Reactive
animals tend to be more fearful (and thus less likely to explore
novel situations), but more sensitive to (i.e., more likely to
notice and learn about) environmental changes. Although these
ideas seem intuitively plausible, they are probably oversimplified.
A recent critique of the field connecting personality and
cognition emphasizes that relationships are likely to be complex
and both context and task- dependent (Griffin et al., 2015);
nonetheless, a better understanding of within-species, individual
differences in learning to better respond to HIREC should
be insightful.

DISARMING TRAPS
Since there are many scenarios where animals will be unlikely to
escape traps on their own, knowing where and when learning
should be targeted could help disarm or prevent traps more
effectively. In general it has been suggested that evolutionary
traps can be disarmed by: reducing the attractiveness of poor
resources, increasing the fitness value of these resources, or
a combination of the two (Robertson et al., 2013). These
suggestions can be made more specific when behavioral decisions
and cognitive theory is considered in the process of disarming
traps (Greggor et al., 2014; Hale and Swearer, 2016; Hale et al.,
2018; Cassady et al., 2019). Throughout this paper we have
identified areas of future research (Table 1), and illustrated a
number of potential techniques. Although most of the techniques
come down to the basics of attracting and repelling animals, we
present them with the caveat that the most effective techniques
for manipulating attraction and repulsion are still unknown
(Greggor et al., 2016). Additionally, since the mechanism
underlying an ecological trap can be a challenge to identify
(Hale and Swearer, 2017), the relevant cues and experiences
for a given trap may not be immediately apparent. Finally, the
relationship between good and bad cues can be complex in the
real world. HIREC changes can result in good cues (e.g., novel
food resources) being presented alongside bad cues (e.g., new
roads), and understanding how animals navigate these minefields
of changes can require thinking about systems holistically. That
being said, there are some guidelines that may be useful for
thinking through solutions to traps.
Different approaches are likely necessary for disarming
or preventing traps depending on whether they are singleopportunity or multiple-opportunity traps. Single-opportunity
traps allow no space for individual learning. Therefore, animals
must either be discouraged from interacting with the trapping
cues initially by using deterrents (e.g., keeping marine mammals
away from fishing nets, reviewed in Schakner and Blumstein,
2013), or drawing them to alternatives with rewards or social
cues (Andrews et al., 2015). If traps are single opportunity traps
because their cues occur too quickly for animals to respond (e.g.,
oncoming trains), then offering animals an additional warning
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CONCLUSIONS
There are many instances where learning can help animals avoid
or escape potential traps caused by HIREC. In some situations,
however, animals will not learn, or would do better by not
learning. The error types we identify and the potential routes for
learning they generate help highlight the circumstances where
learning (or not) should be important for survival post-HIREC.
While learning outcomes are challenging to predict, we are closer
than ever to understanding the processes involved. Examining
mismatches between the cognitive specializations that animals
possess, and specific changes to cues may help explain why
certain species commit errors post-HIREC. However, without
greater attention toward patterns of sampling, generalization and
individual differences in neophobia and personality, we will not
understand when, or why, individuals or species escape their
errors (or fail to do so). By focusing on the evolved constraints
surrounding these processes we should better predict which
animals will adjust to specific HIREC changes or need our help
in disarming the traps we lay.
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